
 

Preventing Home Tensions from Rising during Social Distancing 

 

Lack of control is a common feeling that has been expressed during these 
trying times. We all want to protect our families and loved ones from an 
unseen threat (i.e. disease) yet we have little control over the 
County/Community response. If we cannot express our feelings due to fear 
or rejection, we are seeing that anger and frustration are a common 
response. Even a loved one pointing out this lack of control or changes in 
their perception of us can bring on an angry response. The combination of 
lack of control, frustration, social distancing, and homebound families can be 
a recipe for rising tension.  
 
Relief of tension can be found through talking it out and working TOGETHER 
as a family to DO AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE to prevent increased tensions. 
However, this is difficult for many. Most spouses, roommates, and caregivers 
want to work together to solve problems. Keep this in mind as you work 
through the frustrations that can encroach during these times. Awareness 
and Prevention are key to combating escalating feelings of frustration from 
turning into a domestic violence situation.   
 
Here are some basic suggestions to employ during these times: 
 
1. Use tactical breathing to calm down quickly – all members of a couple, 
team or household can do this, even together. Here is a video 
link: https://youtu.be/OO-8_yrIPp4 
 
2. Prevent an argument from escalating by creating and agreeing to use a 
"stop sign" (like the "time out" sign, or even a "stop" sign. If EITHER person 
raises the stop sign, both people agree to stop the discussion NOW, 
withdraw, and cool down in separate areas. Do NOT continue discussion 
until both parties are ready).  
 
3. "Play the tape forward"--Take a second to play out the scenario in your 
head. If you yell, shove, throw a fit…., what's the outcome likely to be? 
 
4. Use the anger management approach of "second thoughts"--as in "what 
would your second or next thought be? How else can I respond?”  Most of 
the time it is a much calmer, more rational response. 
 

https://youtu.be/OO-8_yrIPp4


5. Take a "time out" as you feel the tension rising in your body. Count 
SLOWLY to 10 before you answer. Take a moment to pause before 
responding. (Easier said than done but with awareness and focus, this can 
be managed). 
 
6. Avoid drinking excessively.  
 
7. Find creative ways to get exercise (e.g., long fast walks or hikes together, 
yoga classes on YouTube, look for other classes being live streamed). Can 
be either alone or together. Our friends at TRY Yoga have free classes on 
their YouTube channel to bring awareness, stress reduction, and self-
regulation to your home.  
 
TRY Yoga YouTube Channel 14 minute Mindful Movement Chair 
https://youtu.be/WQsxP931qj4 
 
8. Get outdoors! Breathe in the fresh air, walk the dog, go for a run. You can 
still be socially distant from people on walking paths and hikes.  
 
9. Apply the HALT acronym for anger management-Do not let yourself get 
too Hungry, Angry, Late/Lonely and Tired). 
 
10. Get enough sleep. If you are not sleeping let your family know.  
 
11. Watch something other than the COVID-19 news on repeat!! 
 
 
Many clinicians have moved to the Telemed option so they can assist during 
this crisis yet still maintain social distancing.  

 
 

Above all else, reach out for help before allowing 
negative actions to change your life and the lives of 

your family members. 

https://youtu.be/WQsxP931qj4

